A model of the muscle action potential for describing the leading edge, terminal wave, and slow afterwave.
The leading edge, terminal wave, and slow afterwave of the motor-unit action potential (MUAP) are produced by changes in the strength of electrical sources in the muscle fibers rather than by movement of sources. The latencies and shapes of these features are, therefore, determined primarily by the motor-unit (MU) architecture and the intracellular action potential (IAP), rather than by the volume-conduction characteristics of the limb. We present a simple model to explain these relationships. The MUAP is modeled as the convolution of a source function related to the IAP and a weighting function related to the MU architecture. The IAP waveform is modeled as the sum of a spike and a slow repolarization phase. The MU architecture is modeled by assuming that the individual fibers lie along a single equivalent axis but that their action potentials have dispersed initiation and termination times. The model is illustrated by simulating experimentally recorded MUAPs and compound muscle action potentials.